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www.labadiefiberart.com 

 
LYONS, COLORADO LABOR DAY WEEKEND 2021 FIVE-DAY QUILTING WORKSHOP 

 
ART QUILT DESIGN INTENSIVE 

 
Thursday, September 2 through Monday, September 6 (Labor Day), 9:30 - 5:00 pm daily @ Lyons Quilting 

 
Beginner (Comfortable with Operating a Sewing Machine) though Advanced 

 
 
Denise’s Art Quilt Design Intensive five-day workshop focuses on quilt composition, fabric painting, quilt top 
texturing, and the comparative effects, benefits, and use – basically, the “what, why, when, and how" – of 
alternative quilt construction and finishing techniques. 
 

 
 

The first two days are dedicated to fabric painting – using Seta transparent paints, how best to mix, apply, and 
layer the paint; how to create and use resists; and how to cause (and control) layer-by-layer differential paint 
absorption, diffusion, blending, patterning, and mottling. Two full days of hands-on painting ensures plenty of 
time for "guided experimentation" and techniques exploration, plus each participant completes the two days with 
a collection of their own highly textured fabric in the colors and textures that they themselves have selected to 
bring depth and complexity to their art quilt projects.  



 

 

The following three days focus on construction techniques and “best practices” re: turned edge appliqué, raw 
edge appliqué, reverse appliqué, insetting, free-form strip piecing, couching, and quilt finishing. A key focus is on 
reliably (and replicably) creating unique, yet predictable,  effects and textures. 

 

  
 
 

See: https://www.tlva.fr/le-journal/22-09-2017/1484 for French TV's excellent five minute video 
segment (starting at 2:05) on Denise's recent Séminar Post Carrefour (Alsace, France) Art Quilt Design 
Intensive “Master Class” (filmed during Day Two – Fabric Painting). It’s in French, of course, but 
somehow that makes it all the more fun. 

 
Throughout the five days an additional emphasis includes Working with Photographs. Each student is asked to 
bring an enlarged photo (or large sketch) to act as a generalized quilt or project template to help focus and 
personalize their fabric painting and construction techniques training. 
 
$525 registration fee (payable to Lyons Quilting); mandatory additional paint supply fee* of $40.00 (payable to 
Denise at the beginning of the workshop); and an optional fabric kit** (recommended; can be purchased from 
Denise at the beginning of, or during, the workshop) for $75.00 (again, payable to Denise). 
 
A detailed supply list will be supplied after participant registration. 
 
Call or stop by Lyons Quilting to sign up!  303.823.6067 

 
DENISE’S BIOGRAPHY 

 
Denise is a Colorado fiber artist internationally recognized for her art quilt portraits of Celtic megalithic stones 
and monoliths (think “Stonehenge”), and more recent (but still centuries old) monastic ruins. Her quilts are 
known for their strong emotionality and, technically, for their hand-painted fabric, surprising and assertive 
textures, perspective and shadowing, and craftsmanship and technique precision.  
 



 

 

Denise has been a featured (solo) exhibiting artist and instructor at national exhibitions in the US, France, Italy, 
China, South Korea, Luxembourg, Germany, The Netherlands, and Spain. She is a multiple Quilt National (USA) 
award winner (both People’s Choice and the McCarthy Award for Craftsmanship). 
 
In 2021 she will have an extended summer-long solo retrospective exhibition of her work at the U.S. National 
Quilt Museum (Paducah, Kentucky). 
 
Teaching highlights include being an invited landscape and contemporary art quilting instructor at Georgia 
O’Keefe’s (America's foremost landscape artist) “Ghost Ranch”, and teaching the prestigious annual weeklong 
Carrefour Séminar Post Carrefour masterclass – only one workshop, and workshop instructor, is selected each 
year – held in France at the end of each year's annual Carrefour Européen du Patchwork (Continental Europe's 
largest quilt exhibition); previous instructors for this very special master class have included Noriko Endo, Katie 
Pasquini Masopust, Sue Benner, Libby Lehman, Nancy Crow, and Ann Johnston. 
 
Her work has also been the subject of in-depth feature articles in multiple French, German, Italian, South 
Korean, and US magazines – including Art Quilt Collector, Art Quilt Quarterly, FiberArts Magazine, and Art 
Quilting Studio Magazine. She also was one of the very first artists featured by the TheQuiltShow.com (TQS 
#106). 
 

OTHER 
 

Denise’s workshops are highly interactive and very hands-on, and are focused more on the development of 
participant creativity, confidence, and experiential exploration and learning than on rigid, one-size-fits-all lesson 
plans or patterns – her goal is to teach re-useable and replicable techniques and "lessons learned" that each 
participant's own creativity can then confidently expand on once away from the classroom. Denise is an 
accomplished quilter and instructor who enthusiastically, energetically, openly, and warmly shares her 
knowledge, and her design and color sense, without reservation. Denise’s classes are fun. 
 
Note that the workshops are not specifically about stones, or even landscapes, but instead about fabric painting 
and construction techniques capable of dramatically improving overall quilt messaging and storytelling, color 
and texture, dimensionality, craftsmanship, and design integrity, regardless of quilt theme or focus. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
*  Mandatory $40 per participant additional paint surcharge fee (in addition to the basic registration fee) 

covering Denise’s direct costs for workshop paint supplies, plastic (mixing) bottles, plastic sheeting, several 
of Denise’s favorite brushes, etc. 

 
** Optional $75 per participant fabric kit, made available at Denise’s cost, which includes 1½ yards each of 

(very high quality) white cotton Kona, Pima, and Sateen (all from Robert Kauffman); white cotton-linen 
blend (again, from Robert Kauffman); and white silk organza (from Dharma). These are the same fabrics that 
Denise uses for her own quilts. 


